
  

Members of Real Property Operations Group receive Public Services and 

Procurement Award of Excellence  
  

Members from the CF Real Property Operations Group (RP Ops), Major Alexandra 

Stastny-Farrelly, Lieutenant-Colonel Allan Taylor and Deputy Director 

Accommodations Jim Goodman received a 2017 Public Services and Procurement 

Award of Excellence for their efforts as part of the integrated crisis response team that 

responded to the aftermath of the fire at the Louis Saint Laurent building.     

On April 21, 2016, an early morning fire occurred on the sixth floor of the Louis Saint 

Laurent building in Gatineau, Quebec. The flames caused a roof to collapse and 

forced the evacuation of over 1800 occupants. Photos taken mid-morning that same 

day revealed significant damage.  

The main tenant of this building -- the DND Materiel Group -- and a Shared Services 

Canada (SSC) data centre located in the basement both experienced significant 

impacts on their operations due to the evacuation.  



  

Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) began assembling an integrated 

crisis response team which included personnel from across PSPC, Department of 

National Defence (DND), and Brookfield Global Integrated Solutions, as well as its 

subcontractors. The team worked to stabilize the building, begin recovery efforts of 

essential items, and PSPC began to find alternate accommodations for the 1800 

occupants.  

The PSPC Award of Excellence was given to individuals who formed part of the core 

team which coordinated the efforts made over the spring and summer of 2016 through 

their own organizations, and others such as: the respective legal advisors, SSC, the 

City of Gatineau including its fire and police services, contractors CIMA+ and Groupe 

APA Construction, and the building owner.  
  

 

  
  

  

  
 

  

  

Message on Concept Document: “Operationalizing the CF RP Ops Group 

Organizational Concepts & Models”  
  

As the outgoing acting Commander of Canadian Forces Real Property Operations 

Group (CF RP Ops Gp), I would like to take this opportunity to provide a clarification 

on the document: “Operationalizing the CF RP Ops Group Organizational Concepts & 

Models” that was disseminated in February. This is to explain the purpose and 

intended use of the document.  

To clarify, the “Organizational Concepts and Models” document is meant to serve as a 

guide to the development of the future organizational structure of the CF RP Ops Gp. 

It is intended to identify capabilities and guide the development of current and future 

organizational structures adapted to the size, complexity and unique circumstances of 

individual Units, Detachments or Sections, and the formation HQ. 



The Concepts and Models established in the document are an intended end state, 

and not the definitive hierarchical layout of individual Detachments and Sections. 

There is no directive embedded in the document necessitating immediate 

restructuring of existing organizational structures. Also, there is no requirement to 

initiate reclassification actions until a coherent approach can be adopted within the 

Regions. The document lays out how the CF RP Ops Gp is to be optimally, efficiently 

and effectively structured to implement the transformation of ADM(IE). 

The organizational structures must be flexible enough to foster cooperation within and 

outside the Group, promote continuous improvement, and adapt to the operating 

environment’s evolution.  

Use this Concepts and Models document as a reference tool, and as a guide for 

future structuring with the aim of developing structures throughout CF RP Ops Gp that 

are as consistent as possible, but adaptable to the different realities at Bases and 

Wings. 

The document is also available on Sharepoint. 

 

Col Marc Rancourt 

A/Comd, Canadian Forces Real Property Operations Group 

Canadian Armed Forces  
  

 

  
  

 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/1dqWB8caMEMNiE

